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Why do it?  
How does one facilitate it elegantly?  
 
What is Agreement Setting?  
 
Agreement  setting offers group members a way to address how they want to do 
their work —it gives them a place to examine th eir group process and come to 
consensus about how they want to be with each other. Agreement  setting works 
best when a group first comes together, however it can be done at any point in a 
group’s life. Agreement  setting can help a group that doesn’t feel q uite right think 
about what is happening and create solutions without dredging up group history. 
It can give a group a fresh start.  

Where does it come from?  

Agreement  setting comes from practices like group and family therapy, business 
communication, radic al psychiatry and leadership training.  

Why Have Agreements? 

Not every group can articulate their Agreements, but every group has some, 
whether they voice them or not. Unwritten rules cause discord. If no one has told 
everyone to arrive on time, and someone consistently shows up late, the on-time 
members resent the late one. The late one feels the resentment without 
understanding its cause. The resentment festers in a group that avoids 
confrontation, and spoils the atmosphere.  
 
Group agreements clarify your working process and eliminate secrets and hidden 
agendas. When everyone helps to compose Agreements, everyone assumes 
responsibility for sticking to them, and everyone has a stake in enforcing them. 
Agreement setting is anti-hierarchical, because it gives each member power to 
decide how the group will function, and responsibility for maintaining the health of 
the group. 
 
Group agreements create safety. Creative groups need to nurture an atmosphere 
where people feel safe enough to take risks; otherwise, only heroes will bring 
forth creative ideas; others will censor themselves. Creative thinking requires  
commitment, vulnerability and trust. Members of a creative group need to feel  
safe enough to move freely, experience feelings, and express themselves in their  
own unique ways without fear of negative consequences like put-downs, teasing, 
comparisons, or interrogation. Everyone in a group holds the responsibility for 
maintaining a safe environment that will foster creativity. 
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How to Reach Consensus on Agreements  

Everybody affected by the Agreements should help craft them.  
 
Preparation: Check in 
A good way to get people ready for Agreement setting is to allow time for 
everyone to check in. Checking in means simply saying how you are feeling, 
now. If it is a large group, break out into small groups. If you are pressed for time, 
ask for a one-to-five-word check-in. If you have time, ask for one-to-five-
sentences. Ask people simply to listen without responding verbally, without 
questions, cross-talk or dialogue like, “I know how you feel. I feel the same way. 
The same thing happened to me.”  
 
Checking in is about the rare gift of careful, quiet, accepting listening we can give 
each other. Checking-in prepares people for Agreement setting by bringing their 
awareness into the here-and-now, attending to their feelings, reminding them to 
listen carefully, creating connections, and opening people up to the possibility of 
compassion. Agreement setting is partly about taking care of people’s feelings, 
and that is part of creating safety.  
 
To facilitate Agreement setting, it works best to have two people: one scribe and 
one discussion leader, however one person can do both roles.  
 
Step One: Describe the Journey 
The facilitator starts by describing the work the group is setting out to do or the 
path the group is going down. It may involve creative thinking, learning new 
things, working with old friends and newcomers, planning, participating, 
discussing, deciding together—all risky, stressful activities that may leave you 
feeling vulnerable. 
 
Step Two: Pose the Question 
Next the facilitator asks something like: “What behaviors do you need from the 
others in the group in order to take the risk of creative thinking, honestly sharing 
your thoughts and feelings, participating, and listening openly to others?” Ask for 
positive language and specific, observable behavior. Repeat the question.  
 
First Elegant piece: Delay 
Wait. Most people need a minimum of seven seconds of silence to formulate a 
question or an answer. Allow the silences to happen. Repeat the question 
occasionally, “What else do you need from each other in order to do your best 
work?” Or, “In order to do your most creative thinking?” Or, “In order to feel safe 
enough to speak your truth?”  
  
Second Elegant Piece: Write What You Hear 
The scribe writes down, so all can see, what people say, as they say it, using 
their vocabulary and syntax (unless someone is long-winded). Do not rephrase, 
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paraphrase, correct grammar, or alter idioms. The way people use language is a 
reflection of how they perceive and control their world; do not try to fix it for them 
or change their language to reflect your world. Write down all suggested 
Agreements the way they are spoken. If someone is long-winded, ask them to 
boil their suggestion down to a few words for you.  
 
Third Elegant Piece: Tease out the Specifics 
If someone says something broad and generic, like “respect,” “support,” “open 
mind,” write it down, and then ask, “What does respect look like to you? What 
does it sound like? How do you know when someone is respecting you?” Coach 
them toward specific, observable behavior, so that people can see/hear/feel if 
respect is happening or not. Those generic words mean different things to 
different people—“respect” might mean for one person maintaining eye contact, 
for another being on time, for a third wearing appropriate clothing, for a fourth not 
interrupting. The facilitator teases out the meanings from the group members. 
 
Step Three: Get Clarity on Each Suggestion 
When the group has come up with a list they feel is adequate, check each 
Agreement to make sure everybody understands it.  
 
Step Four: Get Agreement 
Go down the list item by item, and get agreement around the circle to try to abide 
by each one. If someone (even one person) can’t agree to one, cross it off.  
 
Fourth Elegant Piece: Get Ownership 
Once people have agreed to abide by each Agreement or crossed off the ones 
they can’t agree to, say something like: “These are your (or our) Agreements. 
You (we) made them, and you (we) agreed to them, and it is up to each of you 
(us) to abide by them and to help each other remember them. It is the 
responsibility of everyone in the group to keep the agreements. If we find in the 
future that we need to make adjustments to our group agreements, we can revisit 
them.”  
 
Step Five: Give out Copies 
See to it that everyone gets a copy of the agreements. Have them posted 
whenever the group meets. Refer to them whenever it is appropriate. 
 
Step Six: Maintain Group History 
Whenever someone new comes into the group, reconsider the Agreements 
together. Give newcomers time to get clarity about what they mean. Talk about 
proposed changes, and get agreement all around. 
 
Some of this information comes from Sheila Kerrigan’s book, The Performer’s 
Guide to the Collaborative Process, Heinemann, 2001:  
www.collaborativecreativity.com; www.heinemanndrama.com.  She is an actor, 
writer, educator and North Carolina A+ Fellow.   Used by permission. 
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